The concept of cryogenic energy storage (CES) is to store energy in the form of liquid gas and vaporize it when needed to drive a turbine. Although CES on an industrial scale is a relatively new approach, the technology is well-known and essentially part of any air separation unit (ASU) that utilizes cryogenic separation. In this work, we assess the operational benefits of adding CES to an existing air separation plant.
Introduction
In light of high fluctuations in electricity demand and increasing penetration of intermittent renewable energy into the electricity supply mix, energy storage is considered a key element in enhancing the efficiency vented and therefore wasted. With CES, instead of venting overproduced products, we can store them and recover energy from them to increase the plant's flexibility for load shifting. (2) Power generated from the CES system can be sold to the electricity market. This may be an important new source of revenue, especially in times when the demand for LO2 and LN2 is low and the air separation plant is therefore underutilized. (3) Similarly, the plant can also participate in the ancillary services market by providing operating reserve capacities which can be dispatched upon request. Operating reserves are required when the real-time electricity demand in the grid is higher than the supply, e.g. due to unexpected load increase or generator failures.
Load shifting is a typical Demand Response (DR) activity, which generally refers to electricity consumers intentionally modifying their power consumption profiles [7, 8] in order to take advantage of time-sensitive electricity prices and other market incentives. This does not only benefit the electricity consumers but also helps balancing supply and demand in the grid. Overviews of existing DR strategies as well as the corresponding benefits and challenges are provided in various review and perspective papers [9, 10, 11] . The high potential impact of large industrial electricity consumers, such as air separation plants, participating in DR is widely acknowledged [12, 13, 14] and has been the focus of increased research and development efforts in recent years. One of the most prominent success stories in industrial DR is the one by Alcoa, which uses the operational flexibility of its aluminum smelting facilities to provide ancillary services through which the company is achieving large economic benefits [15] . Systematic optimization approaches for DR have been proposed for various other industrial power-intensive processes such as steelmaking [16, 17] , cement production [18, 19] , and electrolysis [20] . In particular, to a certain extent, this work is motivated by previous works [21, 22, 23] that have shown the large potential benefits of DR for air separation plants.
With its energy storage capability, an ASU-CES system does not only consume but can also generate electricity. As such, it has the opportunity to gain additional benefits by participating as a supplier in electricity markets. Just like consumers, suppliers as well are exposed to volatility in electricity price. The scheduling of power producers' operations in the short-term electricity market is a classic problem and has been widely addressed by the power systems engineering community, in particular for hydro [24, 25] and 3 thermal [26, 27, 28] power producers. Similarly, Mitra et al. [29] optimize the scheduling of a combined heat and power plant that interacts with the electricity market as well as a chemical plant to which it supplies electricity and steam.
In general, there are two different forms in which electricity can be traded in modern electricity markets: energy and ancillary services [30] . Energy is simply what we know as electric energy or power, whereas ancillary services are backup capacities that are called upon when real-time electricity supply and demand in the grid do not match, e.g. due to equipment failures or sudden load changes. Ancillary services are therefore crucial for the stability of the power grid, and depending on how fast these capacities can be dispatched, they are categorized as operating reserve (response within minutes) or regulation (within seconds) service.
Since power drawn from a CES is generated via a gas turbine, the system can react within minutes and is thus capable of providing operating reserve. Previous works have focused on the problem of deciding how much reserve is required in the grid [31, 32, 33] . There are very few references in the literature that address the problem from a reserve provider's standpoint, who has to decide on the optimal amount of reserve capacity to sell. The main challenge here lies in the uncertain nature of the reserve demand. Since demand for operating reserve occurs due to unexpected events, the reserve provider does not know in advance what amount and, above all, when reserve service has to be dispatched. Vujanic et al. [34] address this issue with a robust optimization approach which has been applied to a cement plant that provides reserve by shifting load. Here, the uncertainty lies in the time of required reserve dispatch and is assumed to affect the start times of the scheduled tasks.
The objective of this work is to investigate at an operational level whether adding CES capability to an existing air separation plant can be beneficial. This can be seen as an initial economic assessment of a new technology, and to the best of our knowledge, the problem as such has not been addressed in the literature before. The main contributions of this work are the following:
We develop a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model for the scheduling of an integrated ASU-CES plant.
To account for the uncertainty in reserve demand, we apply a robust optimization approach that yields solutions that guarantee feasibility for any realization of the uncertainty within the uncertainty set.
At the same time, the form of the uncertainty set provides the flexibility of adjusting the level of conservatism in the problem.
We apply the proposed model to a real-world industrial case study provided by Praxair. The corresponding sensitivity analysis shows the potential benefit as a function of plant utilization and CES efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the problem statement is presented. We then develop the MILP scheduling model for the integrated ASU-CES plant, and derive the robust model that allows the optimization of selling reserve capacities. The results of the industrial case study are shown before we close with a summary of the main results and some concluding remarks.
Problem Statement
Consider that to an existing air separation plant that consumes air and electricity to produce gaseous oxygen (GO2), gaseous nitrogen (GN2) as well as liquid oxygen (LO2), liquid nitrogen (LN2), and liquid argon (LAr), a CES system is added that can generate electricity by vaporizing LO2 or LN2. LAr will not be used for CES because it is produced in much lower quantities and has a considerably higher market value than LO2 and LN2; thus, it can be assumed to be always more profitable to sell all LAr that is produced.
The power drawn from the CES can be used internally to make more products, or it can be sold to the electric energy market. Furthermore, operating reserve capacity can be provided and sold to the reserve market.
The plant has to satisfy product demand, which can be specified on an hourly basis. Gaseous product customers are connected to the plant via pipelines. We assume that there is no capacity for storing GO2 and GN2. However, there is the possibility of vaporizing LO2 and LN2 to feed the pipelines in case GO2 and GN2 production from the ASU alone is too low to satisfy the demand; in the air separation industry, this process is referred to as driox. LO2 and LN2 are stored in inventory tanks and distributed to the customers when 5 required. The liquid product demand is considered to be the amount needed to be drawn from the tanks and shipped to the customers. Alternatively, liquid products can be purchased from third-party suppliers.
We assume that a forecast for the electricity and reserve prices is available on an hourly basis, and that the scheduling decisions do not influence those prices. The demand for operating reserve is not known in advance; however, the requested amount of power to be dispatched cannot exceed the committed reserve capacity.
The objective is to find a schedule for the integrated ASU-CES plant over a given scheduling horizon (typically a week) that minimizes the total operating cost minus the revenue from selling power and reserve capacity. The problem is to determine for every hour of the scheduling horizon: the mode of operation for the ASU, the production level of each product, the amount of liquid products stored, the amount of liquid products used for driox, the amount of liquid products purchased, the amount of power purchased from the electricity market, the amount of power sold to the electricity market, and the reserve capacity provided.
Integrated ASU-CES Model
The scheduling problem stated in the previous section can be formulated as an MILP. In the following, the mathematical formulation of the MILP model is presented. Note that all continuous variables in this model are constrained to be nonnegative. A list of indices, sets, parameters, and variables is given in the Nomenclature section. 6 We apply a discrete-time framework in which the time horizon is divided into time periods of equal length, ∆t. The notation for the time discretization is such that time period t starts at time point t − 1 and ends at time point t. The scheduling horizon is defined by the set of time periods T = {1, 2, . . . , t f }. T is a subset of T = {−θ u + 1, −θ u + 2, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , t f } which also includes time periods in the past that are used in some constraints involving multiple time periods. The common-grid representation is illustrated in Figure   1 . Figure 2 depicts the mass and power flows in an integrated ASU-CES system interacting with gas and liquid customers as well as electricity markets. Note that reserve market participation is not considered in the model described in this section but will be addressed in detail in the next section. In the following, we first present the mass and energy balance constraints before elaborating on how the air separation process is modeled.
Mass Balances
The ASU produces liquid and gaseous products, which are defined by the product setsĪ andÎ, respectively, i.e.Ī = {LO2, LN 2, LAr} andÎ = {GO2, GN 2}.Ĩ = {LO2, LN 2} is the set of liquid products that can be stored for CES. Eqs. (1)-(3) state the mass balance equations for the liquid products, whereas mass balances for the gaseous products are given in Eq. (4).
Eq. (1a) states that the LO2 and LN2 produced in the ASU in each time period, denoted by P D it , are either stored as liquid product inventory or CES inventory. As expressed in Eq. (1b), for liquid products not used for CES, which in this case is only LAr, there is no flow into the CES tank.
As stated in Eq. (2a), the liquid product inventory level at time t is the inventory level at time t − 1 plus the flow into the inventory tank during time period t, F L it , minus the amount drawn from the tank and shipped out, SL it , and the amount consumed by the driox process, V P it , during time period t. Eq. (2b) 7 sets lower and upper bounds on the inventory levels while Eq. (2c) states that the liquid demand, D it , has to be satisfied by the sum of the amount drawn from the inventory tank and the amount purchased, P C it .
Change in the CES inventory level, IV t , over time is described by the following constraints:
where we aggregate the flows into the CES tank, F L it , assuming that LO2 and LN2 will yield the same amount of energy when vaporized and sent through a turbine. This is a fairly reasonable assumption since the two gases have similar heat capacities and heats of vaporization. As given by Eq. (3b), the resulting aggregate flow, F L ag t , minus the amount of liquid used for electricity generation, ED t η, constitute the change in the CES inventory level over time period t. Here, ED t denotes the electricity discharged in time period t, and η is the power generation efficiency given in units of power per mass. Eq. (3c) sets bounds for the CES inventory level.
The following equation states the mass balance for the gaseous products:
where V T it is the gas vented due to overproduction. With the variable V P it , we account for the liquid products sent to driox to be vaporized. Here, f V P ∶Î →Ī denotes the unique mapping of gaseous to liquid 8 products, e.g. f V P (GO2) = LO2.
Energy Balances
As stated in Eq. (5a), the amount of power discharged from the CES in time period t, ED t , can be used internally in the ASU (ED in t ) or sold to the electric energy market (ED en t ). Again, note that operating reserve (ED re t ) is not considered at this point. ED t is limited by an upper bound, ED u , given in Eq.
(5b), which in practice depends on the size of the turbine. In Eq. (5c), EC t denotes the amount of power consumed by the ASU in time period t, which consists of ED in t and EP t , the amount of power purchased from the energy market.
ASU Model
Cryogenic air separation is a highly integrated process; thus, detailed models of ASUs are extremely complex. In order to retain computational tractability when solving the scheduling problem, we use a surrogate model to represent the ASU. As proposed by Mitra et al. [23] , we assume that the ASU can operate in different operating modes. Each mode corresponds to a particular configuration or state of the plant, e.g. "off", "start-up", or "production". In the proposed model, each mode is defined by a Convex
Region Surrogate (CRS) model [35] , in which the feasible region is approximated by a union of convex subregions in the form of polytopes with a linear power consumption correlation for each subregion. Figure   3 shows an illustrative example with two CRS models in a two-dimensional product space. This can be interpreted as the feasible product region of an ASU that can operate in two modes. The feasible region corresponding to Mode 1 is represented by one single convex region, whereas the Mode 2 surrogate model consists of two convex subregions, 2a and 2b.
Physically, at any point in time, the ASU can only run in one operating mode. In an operating mode, the operating point has to lie in either one of the convex regions. Any point in a convex region can be represented as a convex combination of the vertices of the polytope. These relationships can be expressed by the following nested disjunction:
where M is the set of all operating modes, R m is the set of convex regions associated with mode m, and
The amount of product i produced, P D it , is expressed as a convex combination of the corresponding vertices, v mrji , while the amount of power consumed, EC t , is a linear function of P D it with a constant δ mr and coefficients γ mri specific to the selected region.
By applying the hull reformulation [36] , the disjunction given by Eq. (6) can be transformed into the 10 following MILP constraints:
where y mt andȳ mrt are binary variables, and P D mrit are disaggregated variables of which only one is nonzero for each time period t.
Transition Constraints
A transition occurs when the system changes from one operating point to another. We assume that the transition between different operating points in the same mode can be completed within a time frame much shorter than one time period. Hence, the model allows transitions from any operating point in one time period to any other operating point in the same mode in the immediate next time period. However, constraints have to be imposed on transitions between different modes.
Eqs. (8)- (10) , which model the transition constraints, are adopted from Mitra et al. [23, 29] . Here, z mm ′ t is a binary variable which is 1 if and only if the plant switches from mode m to mode m ′ at time t,
which is enforced by the following constraint:
where The restriction that the plant has to stay in a certain mode for a minimum amount of time after a transition is expressed in the following constraint:
with θ mm ′ being the minimum stay time in mode m ′ after switching to it from mode m.
For predefined sequences, each defined as a fixed chain of transitions from mode m to mode m ′ to mode m ′′ , we can specify a fixed stay time in mode m ′ by imposing the following constraint:
where SQ is the set of predefined sequences andθ mm ′ m ′′ is the fixed stay time in mode m ′ in the corresponding sequence.
Boundary Conditions
We solve the scheduling problem for a given time horizon. For the problem to be well-defined, boundary conditions are required. The initial conditions and terminal constraints are given in Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively.
The following initial conditions set the initial inventory levels, the initial operating mode, and the mode switching history:
{θ mm ′ m ′′ } , which defines for how far back in the past the mode switching information has to be provided.
In the following terminal constraints, we simply set lower bounds on the final inventory levels:
Objective Function
The objective is to minimize the total net operating cost T C. As expressed in Eq. (13), T C is defined as the sum of the electricity cost, the product purchase cost, and the driox cost minus the revenue from selling power to the energy market over the entire scheduling horizon.
In Eq. (13), µ is a parameter between 0 and 1. It is assumed that selling power to the grid comes with a small additional cost, e.g. transaction cost, such that the sales price is slightly lower than the price at which we buy power from the market.
Robust Model with Reserve Market Participation
As mentioned, the model presented in the previous section does not consider the potential interaction with the operating reserve market. In this section, we develop a model that allows the participation of an ASU-CES plant in the reserve market by applying a robust optimization approach to account for the uncertainty in reserve demand.
In general, one distinguishes between spinning and non-spinning reserves. Generation resources providing spinning reserve have to be already online, i.e. synchronized with the system, when reserve is requested. Nonspinning reserve can be provided by generators not synchronized with the grid, but capable of starting up and 13 serving demand within a given time frame. In the electricity market operated by PJM Interconnection LLC (PJM), which is the one considered in the industrial case study, the required response time is ten minutes [37] . An ASU-CES plant is capable of providing both spinning and non-spinning reserve. However, since the reward for providing spinning reserve is typically significantly higher than for providing non-spinning reserve [38] , we consider the former in this model.
Selling reserve capacity is attractive because the reserve provider is rewarded even when no actual generation of power is required. Whenever reserve service is actually dispatched, a payment is made to the provider in addition to the reward for its committed reserve capacity. This market incentive reflects the value of flexible generation resources that can react quickly to unexpected changes in the power grid.
However, there is an inherent risk associated with providing reserve service because one does not know in advance when reserve will be needed. Since noncompliance would result in extremely high penalties, reserve providers have to operate in a way such that dispatch of the committed reserve capacities can be guaranteed.
In principle, we can incorporate participation in the reserve market by extending the model presented in the previous section to the following formulation:
s.t. Eqs. (1), (2), (3a), (4), (5c), (7)-(11), (12a)
where ED re t is the amount of power dispatched as reserve and RC t is the reserve capacity provided in time period t. α re t and α RC t are the corresponding unit prices. As shown in Eq. (14b), part of the power discharged from the CES is ED re t . The binary variable x t in Eq. (14f) is 1 if reserve capacity is provided in time period t. RC l is the minimum amount of reserve capacity to be provided in order to take part in the reserve market. The upper bound for RC t is given by the physical capacity of the discharging system, ED u . In order to be able to respond to a spinning reserve request at any time within a time period, the generator has to be online during that time period as well as the previous time period. These constraints are stated in Eqs. (14g) and (14h).
Here, ED re t , the reserve demand, is the uncertain parameter, which not only is unknown a priori but the range of values it can take is bounded above by RC t , i.e. the uncertainty depends on how much reserve capacity we decide to provide. In robust optimization, the uncertainty is specified in terms of an uncertainty set from which any point is a possible realization of the uncertainty. The goal is to find a solution that is feasible for all possible realizations of the uncertainty while minimizing (or maximizing) the objective function. For further reading on robust optimization theory and its applications, we refer to comprehensive reviews in the literature [39, 40, 41] . In the following, we construct the appropriate uncertainty set for our problem and derive the corresponding robust model.
Uncertainty Set
Given a committed reserve capacity in time period t, RC t , ED re t can take any values between zero and RC t . Hence, the uncertainty set can simply be formulated as
where RC = [RC 1 , RC 2 , . . . , RC t f ] T and ED re = [ED re 1 , ED re 2 , . . . , ED re t f ] T . U (RC) indicates that the uncertainty set is a function of RC.
Optimization considering box uncertainty sets such as the one given in Eq. (15) has been considered in the early works of Soyster [42] and of Friedman and Reklaitis [43] . However, considering such an uncertainty set is often too conservative. In our particular case, we would solve the model for the worst case in which the maximum amount of reserve is requested in every time period, i.e. ED re t = RC t ∀ t ∈ T . According to EnerNOC [44] , reserve dispatch is requested from an individual reserve provider 5 to 25 times a year. The worst case described above is therefore highly unlikely.
To reduce the level of conservatism, we adopt the "budget of uncertainty" approach introduced by Bertsimas et al. [45, 46] . By defining the normalized reserve demand w t = ED re t RC t , we can restrict the size of the uncertainty set by defining it as follows:
where w = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w t f ] T . The idea is to set a limit on the total reserve demand in any realization of the uncertainty. The size of the uncertainty set and therefore the level of conservatism increase with Γ, and for Γ = T , the uncertainty sets given in Eqs. (16) and (15) are equivalent.
By changing Γ, we can adjust the level of conservatism. Yet this uncertainty set formulation is still too conservative because it puts too much emphasis on the first time periods. We illustrate this point with the following example: Say we have 9 time periods and we decide to provide the same amount of reserve capacity in every time period. With Γ set to 3, we effectively restrict the number of time periods in which the maximum amount of reserve may be dispatched to 3. As illustrated in Figure 4 , one of the possible realizations is the maximum reserve dispatch in time periods 1 to 3, which is usually the worst-case scenario.
However, this case again is not realistic and would lead to an unnecessarily conservative solution.
As opposed to occurring consecutively at the beginning of the time horizon, it is more realistic that reserve events are spread out over the entire time horizon. We propose to incorporate this insight by expressing the uncertainty set as follows:
where a budget parameter, Γ t , is defined for each t and applied to time periods k = 1, 2, . . . , t. For this uncertainty set to have the desired effect, Γ t has to be monotonically increasing with t. We illustrate this by applying it to the same example as before: Again, we have 9 time periods and provide the same amount of reserve capacity in all time periods. Now we set Γ = [1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3] T , which means that maximum reserve request can occur once in any of the first 3 time periods, twice in the first 6 time periods, and three times in the entire 9-period horizon. A possible realization is shown in Figure 5 , which is more realistic compared to the case depicted in Figure 4 .
Robust Counterpart
Based on the chosen uncertainty set defined in Eq. (17), we derive the robust model, which in the robust optimization literature is referred to as the robust counterpart. First, we express the CES inventory level in closed form:
In this way, the uncertain parameter ED re k appears in a summation from k = 1 to k = t for each t, as in the formulation of the uncertainty set.
By considering the proposed uncertainty set and applying the worst-case approach to each constraint, we arrive at the following formulation:
s.t. Eqs. (1), (2), (3a), (4), (5c), (7)-(11), (12a) To reformulate Eq. (19d), we formulate the following auxiliary problem for each t ∈ T :
The dual of the auxiliary problem is:
By strong duality, since Problem (20) is feasible and bounded for all Γ t ∈ [0, t], the dual problem (21) is also feasible and bounded, and moreover, (20) and (21) have the same optimal objective function value.
Since Problem (21) is a minimization problem and every feasible solution will yield an objective function value equal to or greater than the minimum, we can substitute (21) for (20) in the robust counterpart formulation. The optimization will automatically drive the objective function value of (21) to its minimum, which coincides with the solution to Problem (20) .
By replacing the lower-level problems with their respective solutions, the robust counterpart in (19) can be reformulated into the following MILP:
Note that the variable RC t , which affects the uncertainty set, appears linearly in the robust counterpart formulation.
Case Study
We now apply the proposed model to a real-world industrial case study for which the data are provided by Praxair. Given is an existing air separation plant that only produces liquid products and has to satisfy LO2 and LN2 demand. The scheduling horizon is one week to which we apply an hourly time discretization resulting in 168 time periods. Please note that due to confidentiality reasons, we cannot disclose information about the plant specifications as well as the actual product demand. Therefore, all results presented for the case study are given without units and rescaled if necessary. However, this does not distort the analysis and 19 interpretation of the results in any way.
For our analysis, we choose a benchmark case in which the plant utilization is about 60 %. Here, plant utilization is defined as the ratio between the liquid product demand and the maximum amount of liquid products that the plant is able to produce over the given scheduling horizon. The PJM electricity market is considered, and the hourly day-ahead energy and spinning reserve prices are taken from the week of June 23 to 29, 2014 [38, 47] .
To set a baseline, we first determine the optimal production schedule for the existing ASU, without considering a CES add-on. The solution is shown in Figure 6 in the form of the power consumption profile over the entire week. By examining it in conjunction with the electricity price profile, one can clearly see the trend of operating the plant at a higher production level when electricity price is low and at a lower level when electricity price is high. The solution even suggests shutting down the plant for 54 hours in the middle of the week when the peak electricity price is the highest. During this period of time, product demand is satisfied by drawing from the inventory.
In the following, we investigate the impact of an added CES system to the optimal production schedule.
We first consider the case of an integrated ASU-CES plant that only participates in the energy market. Here, all information is assumed to be deterministic. Afterwards, we consider the case in which the ASU-CES plant also participates in the reserve market, which requires accounting for the uncertainty in reserve demand.
We show the additional benefit of providing reserve capacity and examine the impact of the specified level of conservatism. Finally, we perform a sensitivity analysis, in which we observe the change in economic performance with different CES efficiencies and different levels of plant utilization.
ASU-CES with Energy Market Participation
To the existing ASU, we add a CES system with the following specifications: It should be noted that these numbers are chosen rather conservatively. 70 % efficiency is below the 80 % that, according to Chen et al. [4] , could be reached by integrating waste heat. This efficiency factor should not be mistaken for the parameter η in the model formulation. Rather, η = η CES η ASU , where η CES is the overall efficiency factor referred to in the CES specifications, and η ASU is given in kWh/kg and reflects the efficiency of the ASU. 10 MW for maximum power output is also reasonable considering that the company Highview Power Storage claims to be able to design CES plants with more than 50 MW output. Finally, 750,000 kg only constitute about 10-20 % of the inventory capacity of a typical industrial-scale cryogenic air separation plant. In fact, it turns out that in this case, the CES inventory capacity does not have a big impact on the solution. Except in the extreme case in which there is no liquid product demand (c.f. sensitivity analysis), the maximum CES capacity is never reached.
We apply the deterministic ASU-CES model, which considers generating electricity for internal use or for being sold to the energy market, and obtain an optimal solution that yields a total operating cost that is 2.1 % less than in the case of only operating the ASU. Figure 7 shows the power consumption profile, which indicates that the ASU-CES plant operates 20 hours longer compared to the ASU-only case. Evidently, the plant is utilizing more of its production capacity to benefit from the added CES capability. Figure 7 also shows that most of the energy consumed by the ASU is purchased from the market; however, in some time periods, in which the electricity prices are very high, the plant runs completely on power recovered from the CES. Figure 8 shows the LO2 and LN2 inventory profiles as well as the flows into the product inventory tanks and the demands, which match the flows out of the tanks. Here, the general trend is that the plant produces liquid products to build up inventory to prepare for the plant shutdown. When the ASU is shut down, products are drawn from the inventory tanks to satisfy demand until the safety stock level is reached and the plant starts producing again. Figure 9 shows the change in CES inventory level as well as the flows into and out of the CES tank. One can observe that the stored energy is released during high-price hours to either power the ASU or be sold to the energy market.
ASU-CES with Energy and Reserve Market Participation
We now apply the robust model to consider reserve market in addition to energy market participation.
Moreover, we explore the flexibility of adjusting the level of conservatism by setting the budget parameters Γ t . We consider the following three cases:
Case 1: Γ t = 1 ∀ t ∈ T , i.e. reserve is requested at most once during the week.
Case 2: Γ t = 1 for t = 1, . . . , 48, Γ t = 2 for t = 49, . . . , 96, Γ t = 3 for t = 97, . . . , 168, i.e. reserve can be requested once during the first 2 days, twice during the first 4 days, and three times during the entire week.
Case 3: Γ t increases every 24 time periods by 1, i.e. reserve could be requested once every day.
In Case 1, a realistic assumption on the uncertainty is made but may be considered slightly risky. Case 2 is already very conservative by assuming that reserve could be requested up to three times during one week.
The uncertainty assumption in Case 3 is even more conservative.
Solving the model for Case 1 yields the power consumption profile shown in Figure 10 . Comparing this diagram to the one in Figure 7 , we can see that the total power consumption is similar; however, more power is recovered from CES for internal use. This stems from the requirement of running the CES discharging system at a minimum level whenever spinning reserve is provided. Thus, the amount of power recovered from CES now does not only depend on the energy but also the reserve price. This effect can be observed
in Figure 11 , which shows that whenever reserve capacity is provided, power is discharged from the CES. Figure 11 shows the CES inventory profile resulting from the scenario in which no reserve power is dispatched. In each time period in which reserve capacity is provided, the CES inventory level ensures that the maximum amount of reserve can be dispatched. As a result, the final CES inventory level depicted here is not zero but has the value of the highest reserve capacity provided during any hour of the week. Figure 11 also shows the spinning reserve price so that we can see that reserve is provided during high-price
hours. The optimal solution of Case 1 results in a total operating cost that corresponds to another 9.1 % 22 reduction compared to the case in which only participation in the energy market is possible. Compared to the ASU-only case, this constitutes a quite significant cost reduction of 11.0 % Figure 12 shows the CES inventory profiles and the flows into and out of the CES tank for Case 2 and Case 3. It is remarkable that the solutions suggest to provide almost the same amount of reserve capacity as in Case 1 although the uncertainty assumptions are much more conservative. However, more inventory has to be kept in the CES tank in order to guarantee feasible reserve dispatch, which is indicated by the final CES inventory levels. In Case 2, the final inventory level is three times as high as in Case 1, while in Case 3, it is seven times as high as in Case 1. As a result, the cost savings are less; however, we still achieve 7.0 % and 2.8 % cost reduction in Case 2 and Case 3, respectively, compared to the case with no reserve market participation.
Sensitivity Analysis
In the benchmark case, assuming the Case 2 level of conservatism, a total operating cost reduction of 8.9 % has been achieved by adding CES capability to the existing ASU and participating in the energy market as well as the reserve market. This number can vary considerably under different conditions. In this respect, the two main parameters are CES efficiency and plant utilization. We perform a sensitivity analysis by varying these parameters and determining the cost benefit of an integrated ASU-CES plant compared to an ASU-only plant for each case. The results are presented in Figure 13 , which shows for different overall efficiency and utilization factors the relative cost savings over the given time horizon of a week.
One can see that the cost savings increase with increasing overall efficiency and decreasing plant utilization. Here, plant utilization can be seen as a measure for available flexibility. The lower the utilization is, the more flexible the plant is in its operations, which allows it to take more advantage of the added CES capability. For instance, for an overall efficiency of 80 %, we achieve a cost reduction of 12.1 % and 22.6 % per week for a plant utilization of 60 % and 40 %, respectively. Essentially, these results imply that investing in a CES system may be especially worthwhile for an air separation plant that is often underutilized. Note that the case of zero utilization corresponds to operating a stand-alone CES plant for the sole purpose of selling energy and operating reserve.
Computational Results
All models are implemented in GAMS 24.2.3 [48] , and the commercial solver CPLEX 12.5 has been applied to solve the MILPs. The largest model solved has 69,311 continuous variables, 4,296 binary variables, and 30,597 constraints. All models have been solved to zero integrality gap in less than 60 seconds on an Intel ® Core TM i5-2520M machine at 2.50 GHz with four processors and 4 GB RAM running Windows 7
Professional.
Conclusions
This work has assessed at an operational level the economic benefits of adding a CES system to an existing cryogenic air separation plant. We have developed an MILP scheduling model for an integrated ASU-CES plant that incorporates the possibility of recovering energy from CES for internal use or for being sold to the electric energy market. Using a robust optimization approach, this model has been further extended to consider uncertainty in operating reserve demand. This allows the model to consider reserve market participation and yield solutions that guarantee reserve dispatch feasibility under the committed reserve capacity. Furthermore, budget parameters are used to adjust the level of conservatism in the solution.
The proposed model has been applied to a real-world industrial case study. The results exhibit typical relative cost savings of approximately 10 % under relatively conservative efficiency and uncertainty assumptions. A sensitivity analysis shows that besides the CES efficiency, economic benefits strongly depend on the level of plant utilization. If the level of utilization is low, which allows high flexibility for load shifting, cost reduction up to over 20 % (for 40 % utilization) can be achieved. This suggests that an added CES system may be an especially good option for underutilized air separation plants.
This work has provided an initial economic assessment of an integrated ASU-CES system. Further investigations are necessary, especially on capital costs, in order to determine the economic feasibility of this approach. We have considered the CES as an add-on to an already existing ASU. However, a more efficient integration of ASU and CES may require a complete redesign of the air separation plant. For example, the efficiency may be increased by storing liquid air as energy, as opposed to LO2 and LN2. Therefore, we 24 recommend further research efforts on the design as well. 
